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1. Does the term "Assisted Living" use herein, include Care Homes of 10 Beds or less? From the NRS 449 perspective, there's less than five of us that qualify.
   a. We could consider a care home should it meet all the regulations of the NRS cited in the funding opportunity. The application has a questionnaire in which you would describe how the NRS are met.

2. Please confirm that the requirements are the same as last year, that these dollars can only cover creating additional assisted living beds and NOT covering expenses for an established facility?
   a. The requirements are the same as last year because the NRS changed in the last legislative session. They will remain this way unless the NRS is changed again.

3. Can you share the recipients from last year’s grant?
   a. It’s posted on our website at
      http://adsd.nv.gov/uploadedFiles/adsdnygov/content/Programs/Grant/ADSDFundedProg/SocialServicePrograms.pdf. The first award listed in the section for Clark County (Accessible Space).

4. Would this apply to expansion of our adult day healthcare center?
   a. This funding cannot be used to expand an adult day healthcare center.

5. Would this be for people with disabilities as well who are under 65?
   a. The funding is only to support the cited services for clients of the Medicaid Home and Community-Based Waiver for the Frail Elderly (age 65+).